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Abstract 

We worked with Angelo Gordon & Co. IT Department to optimize both the candidate-
searching and on-boarding processes. The goal of this project is to design a business 
tracking system that deals with position seeking, candidate selecting and on-boarding 
procedures. Our ultimate goals are candidate data storage and extensive future use. 

We created a web application called Angelo Gordon Hire Direct (AGHD). It is 
considered as a workflow web app to initiate candidate seeking for consulting positions. It 
can also exchange and store vendor and candidate information, schedule for interviews and 
make final candidate selections. This web app also provides managers and administrators 
quicker overviews with detailed information. 

The end goal is set for documentation purposes. AGHD should provide proofs when 
being reviewed by the Legal Department for purposes of being just, fair and open. Along 
with the functionalities and goals, having their own hiring system for keeping track of all 
documents, standardizing the process, reducing the workload, and storing information for 
future references. 
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Executive Summary 

Angelo Gordon & Co. is an investment firm that is primarily dedicated to alternative 
investing. The IT Department of the firm is currently on-boarding a few consultants, and 
the process of hiring is not ideally optimized in a way as the administrator desired. The 
administrators are now communicating via emails and other media to perform back and 
forth information exchanges, which is complicated and time-consuming. Our goal is to 
create a web-based workflow application to handle all information coming from or to the 
consultant vendors, IT Departments, and Human Resources, including department 
administrator, hiring managers, managers, and the Chief Information Officer (CIO). 

There are two major parts of the entire selection procedure: the hiring process and the 
on-boarding process. After identifying a need of a consulting position, the administrator of 
the department passes all related information including job title, department and job 
description to the CIO for approval. Once it has been approved, an email is generated by 
the administrator and sent to selected vendors with all information provided as attachments. 
If they have recommended candidates for the position, they will fill in the forms with the 
candidates’ files attached.  Then it follows the interview selection process. Once a 
candidate passes the interview and is selected by the department hiring manager, the on-
boarding process begins. The administrator then gathers all the files of the candidate such 
as background checks, work orders, Master Service Agreements (MSA) for their vendors, 
resumes and cover letters, etc., and then forward them to Human Resources for the next 
steps. 

The web application that we created is called Angelo Gordon Hire Direct (AGHD). 
Based on the current situation within the AG IT Department, this app was designed to 
function as a platform for different department administrators to enter information related 
to the consultants they are planning on hiring, which provides them an easy path of sharing 
required information across departments. Instead of making phone calls or generating 
emails back and forth requesting files, or delivering files in person, what an administrator 
needs to do now is simply sending files required by both of the hiring and on-boarding 
processes within the system to the vendors or other departments, and after they fill out the 
fields, the information would be automatically stored into the system for further use. 

In addition to information exchanges, AGHD tracks the hiring and on-boarding status 
for the department. The goal of AGHD is to provide an overview of each of the hiring 
processes to the managers and hiring managers so that they have a general knowledge of 
what the current situations are. The current app is designed with single user login system. 
The department administrator is allowed to access all hiring positions with all editing 
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permissions, while the CIO performs approval actions toward a certain position. On the 
contrary, when the CIO decides to reject a request, the administrator is required to stop 
proceeding with the rejected process, and authorized to reprocess every entry and then re-
submit. The system would send the managers and hiring managers notification emails, 
which allows them to supervise along each process. 

Specifically, AGHD authorizes the administrator all access including editing the 
information stored in the system for both selecting new consultants and on-boarding 
employed consultants in all aspects, together with providing managers and hiring managers 
who are involved information to the system.  

The application involves functionalities of initiating a process, requesting for approvals, 
selecting vendors, scheduling for interviews, make final candidate selections, and forward 
all files to HR. We designed an Initial Setup page that functions as a settings tab for the 
application. The user may add new vendor, candidate or possible position information, 
modify all records, and pre-enter all hiring manager names as preferred. After entering all 
information, the names of each category appear within the drop-down lists as options to 
prevent complicated text entries, thus reduces error rate.   

The delivery of this program is to bring the IT Department a tracker system in the 
business processes that involves information exchange and data storage. This increases the 
efficiency of the entire consultant hiring and on-boarding processes and reduces redundant 
communication among departments. It also shows clearly about the current situation such 
as where the files are, which position is currently been processing by which hiring manager, 
and what needs to be done by which department. Our final goal is to let the departments 
with hiring needs widely adopt our system, facilitate the process, and also treat the system 
as a documentation platform to provide the Legal Department sufficient proofs for each 
position searching procedure.   
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Background 

1 Workflow 
Workflow (Workflow, n.d.) consists of the progression of steps, including tasks, events, 

interactions, that comprise a work process, create or add value to the organization’s 
activities. Each step is dependent on occurrence of the previous step which involves two 
or more persons. It may be viewed as one fundamental building block to be combined with 
other parts of an organization’s structure such as information technology, teams, projects, 
and hierarchies.  

Workflow is the definition, execution and automation of business processes where 
tasks, information or documents are passed from one participant to another for action, 
according to a set of procedural rules (Workflow Tutorial, n.d.). Workflow trackers and 
information sharing functions are necessary components for business firms to keep a record 
of all information cross departments that saves time and reduces work. Organizations use 
workflows to coordinate tasks between people and synchronize data between systems, with 
the ultimate goal of improving organizational efficiency, responsiveness and profitability. 
An example of an order workflow is listed in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 Workflow Example 
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Workflows automate the flow of employee tasks and activities, reducing the time the 
process took to complete as well as potential errors caused by human interaction. It makes 
processes more efficient, compliant, agile, and visible by ensuring that every process step 
is explicitly defined, monitored over time, and optimized for maximum productivity. 

There are three different types of workflows: Sequential Workflow, State Machine 
Workflow, and Rules-driven Workflow. Sequential Workflow is typically flow chart based, 
and it progresses from one stage to next and does not step back. State Machine Workflow 
progresses from state to state, which is more complex and may return to a previous point 
if required. While Rules-driven Workflow is implemented based on a Sequential Workflow, 
whose rules dictate the progress of the workflow. 

Workflow exists in various industries: Human Resources, Banking, Manufacturing, 
Customer Service, Defense/Emergency, and Travel. Workflow software provides 
organizations with the technology functionality, enabling them to innovate and create new 
working environments that not only define the business process and tasks, but execute and 
run them through common day-to-day applications like Outlook and Word. It improves 
productivity which reduces time spent on manual tasks, and it enables organizations to 
react quickly and smoothly to market changes through process modifications. It provides 
the feature of executing business functions, creates productivity measurement and 
improves continual process, thus increases accountability. Additionally, the managers 
would be able to see what is happening with business critical processes at every point at 
any moment. 

 

2 Web-based Application 
A Web application, also called Web App, (What Is Web Application (Web App), n.d.) 

(Web Application, n.d.) is an application program that is stored on a remote server and 
delivered over the Internet through a browser interface. It is an application in which all or 
some parts of the software are downloaded from the web each time it is run. By having a 
web application system, the users would be able to use web browsers as clients to update 
and maintain web applications without distributing or installing software on many 
computers. It may refer to browser-based apps that run within the user’s Web browser. In 
addition, web apps support cross-platform compatibility. Common web applications include 
webmail, online sales and auctions, wikis, instant messaging services, and many other 
functions. 
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Web application has three types: Browser Based, Client Based, and Mobile Web Apps 
(Definition of: Web application, n.d.). From a technical point of view, the web is a highly 
programmable environment that allows mass customization through the immediate 
deployment of a large and diverse range of applications to global users (Web Applications: 
What are They? What of Them?, n.d.). Similar to web browsers, software applications that 
allow users to retrieve data and interact with content located on web pages within a website, 
web applications are computer programs allowing website visitors to submit and retrieve 
data to/from a database over the Internet using their preferred web browser. The data is then 
presented to the user within their browser as information is generated dynamically by the 
web application through a web server. The documents are generated in a standard format to 
allow support by all browsers. 

 

Figure 2 Web Application Illustration 

 

Above is an example from a website called Zoho, which illustrates a complicated 
relationship among departments. A significant advantage of building such web applications 
is that they perform their function irrespective of the operating system and browsers running 
client side. Web apps are quickly deployed anywhere at no cost and without any installation 
requirements at the user’s end.  
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Figure 3 How Applications Work 

 

Figure 3 details the three-layered web app model: first layer is a web browser or the 
user interface; second layer is the dynamic content generation technology tool (JSP or 
ASP); third layer is the database of all data. 
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Figure 4 Web Application Structure 

 

Figure 4 shows how the initial request in triggered by the user through the browser 
over the Internet to the server. Web apps access the database servers to perform the 
requested tasks, and update and retrieve data within the database. Then they present the 
information collected to the user through the browsers they use. 

 

3 Single-page Web Application 
A Single-page Application (SPA) (Single-page application) is a web application that 

fits on a single web page with all necessary code retrieved with one single page. The page 
will not reload at any point of the process or control transfer to another page. It allows 
people to redraw any part of the UI without requiring a server roundtrip to retrieve HTML 
(Single page apps in depth, n.d.), which can be achieved by separating data by having a 
model layer that handles data and a view layer that reads from the models.  SPA always 
allows us to offer a more native-app-like experience to the users. 
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A modern single page app is generally structured like Figure 5, which indicates that 
programmers would be able to write code that takes advantage of standard mechanisms: 

 

Figure 5 Modern Web Application Architecture 

 

Supporting rich interactions with multiple components on a page means that those 
components have many more intermediate states. Server-side rendering is hard to 
implement since small view states do not map well to URLs. A modern web app is 
structured from three different perspectives: Architecture, Asset packaging, and Run-time 
state. Architecture is the conceptual part that considers the different parts of the app, while 
Asset packaging cares about the structural aspect of the app. Run-time state is about when 
to load into the browser and what is stored in the memory. 

Experienced programmers keep the amount of code at a minimum to achieve lower 
maintenance costs. Keeping things on one page and reducing complexity has been a goal 
for most programmers and this single-page web application is so far one of their best 
options. 

 

4 Model-view-controller (MVC) 
Model-view-controller (MVC) is a software architectural pattern for implementing user 

interfaces (Model-view-controller, n.d.).  It divides a software application into three parts 
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so as to separate internal representations of information. Traditionally, MVC was used for 
desktop graphical user interfaces and it was one of the first approaches to describe and 
implement software constructs in terms of their responsibilities. The MVC pattern has 
subsequently evolved and the use of the MVC pattern in web applications exploded in 
popularity after Spring Framework. MVC web frameworks now hold large market shares 
relative to non-MVC web toolkits. 

MVC expresses the “core of the solution” to a problem and allows it to be adapted for 
each system. It is an architectural pattern primarily used in creating Graphic user interfaces 
(GUI) which is based on modularity to separate three different aspects of the GUI. The 
three parts are: model (data), view (visual representation), and controller (interface between 
the view and the model). The idea for keeping these components separate is so that each 
one is as independent of the others as possible, and changes made to one will not affect 
changes made to the others, which makes it possible that the GUI can be updated with a 
new look or visual style without having to change the data model or the controller (Model–
view–controller, n.d.). A typical collaboration of the MVC components is attached below 
(Figure 6): 

 

Figure 6 MVC 

 

The central component of MVC, the model, captures the behavior of the application in 
terms of its problem domain, independent of the user interfaces. It directly manages data, 
logic and rules of the application. A model can respond to requests for information, 
instructions to change the state of its information, and even to notify observers in event-
driven systems when information changes. This could be a database, other structures or 
storage systems. In other words, a model is the data and data-management of the 
application. A view can be any output representation of information such as charts or 
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diagrams, and multiple views of the same information can be represented by bar charts or 
tabular views for accountants. It effectively provides the user interface element of the 
application and it will render data from the model into a form that is suitable for the user 
interface. Controller accepts input and converts it to commands for the model or view to 
perform appropriate actions. A view controller generates an output view and an embedded 
controller. 

Although MVC was originally developed for desktop computing, it has been widely 
adopted as web applications in major programming languages. It is usually best to allow 
the model to do all necessary validation of values so that any changes to the allowed values, 
or changes simply to the validation process, only need to be made in one place. In some 
cases, this might not be possible. The model could be made to have an additional method 
that takes text as input, or the controller will do initial parsing of the text to get the numeric 
value and then pass it on to the model to do further validation. When either the controller 
or the model determines validation, the controller will need to tell the view that the value 
is invalid. Sometimes, the view may then issue an error dialog or notification for these 
cases. The MVC design pattern has a UI that is encapsulated in a View, the Browser Web 
Page.  

 

Figure 7 The Modern Developer’s MVC Pattern 

 

5 Full-stack Software Development 
The most important thing for a web developer to learn today is a robust client-side 

MVC framework. Users will simply not use apps which behave poorly. To perform well 
and provide a rich experience, the client can no longer be requesting whole pages from 
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the server and waiting for the response to render them. Thus the latest evolution of web 
development looks like this (Figure 8):  

 

Figure 8 A Modern Web Development Stack 
 

The client and server talk in HTTP via a Representational State Transfer (REST) 
pattern. Server views are used very little and client MVCs take raw data from the server’s 
controller and render HTML on their own in the browser. This allows a much more 
dynamic and rich experience for the user and enhances performance due to the user’s 
machine taking over a lot of computing instead of the central server doing all the heavy 
lifting for everyone. People can use a variety of different tools to put a stack together 
(Visualizing a modern web development stack with a diagram, n.d.). 

Full stack development has many layers (What is a Full Stack Developer?):  

• Server, Network, and Hosting Environment: 
- This involves understanding the possibility of breaks, appropriate use of file 

system, cloud storage, network resources, and data redundancy and 
availability. 

• Data Modeling: 
- Know how to create a reasonably normalized relational model. 
- Complete with foreign keys, indexes, views, lookup tables, etc. 
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• Business Logic: 
- This is the heart of the value the application provides which requires solid 

object oriented skills and frameworks. 
• API Layer/ Action Layer/ MVC: 

- It relates to how the outside world operates against the business logic and 
data models with heavy frameworks. 

- Full stack developers need to have the ability to write clear, consistent, and 
simple to use interfaces. 

• User Interface (UI): 
- Full stack developers need to understand how to create a readable layout so 

that a good visual design can be implemented. 
• User Experience: 

- Users basically want things to work which requires a good system that 
doesn’t give its users a hard time getting things done. 

- Useful error messages are essential for the design when things break. 
• Understanding what the customer and the business need: 

- With the understanding of what has been going on within the field and when 
the customers use the software, the developers may have a grasp of what 
their users really need. 
 

 

                 Figure 9 Full-stack 

(Being a Full Stack Developer) 
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The term full-stack means developers who are working with both back-end and front-
end technologies. More specifically, it means that developers are able to work with 
databases, PHP, HTML, CSS, JavaScript and everything in between, together with 
converting Photoshop designs to front-end code. Developers doesn’t need to master all of 
the areas and technologies, but be comfortable working with those technologies. Being a 
full-stack developer today means that a lot of skills are required: Linux and basic shell 
scripting, Cloud computing, Background processing, Searching, Caching, and Monitoring. 
Some web development tools for Version control and Virtualization are necessary as well. 
Having separated development environments on a project basis is easy for virtualization 
tools. Back-end technologies include Web Servers, Programming languages such as PHP 
and Ruby, Databases like MySQL, MongoDB, etc. Front-end technology covers HTML, 
CSS, and JavaScript, compatibility quirks across browsers, Responsive design, AJAX, 
JSON, XML, and WebSocket. In the designs part, converting website design into front-
end code, UI and UX are all counted as the crucial section within the field. In addition to 
front-end technologies, full-stack developers also understand what is possible and what not 
to create with the constraints of HTML/ CSS/ JavaScript, and convert the design 
accordingly (Being a Full Stack Developer). 

With an open mind towards new technologies, developers need to have an 
understanding of how a web application is done from the concept to design to the finished 
product, and the ability to communicate intelligently between team members and to be a 
good asset if the situation needs it. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Angelo, Gordon & Co. IT Department 
Angelo, Gordon & Co. (AG) is a privately-held registered investment advisor which 

was founded in 1988 and manages approximately $27 billion. The company has expertise 
in a broad range of absolute return strategies for both institutional and high net worth 
investors. The company focuses on fundamental research complemented by strict 
adherence to the disciplined style – focus on the downside, diversify and use leverage 
judiciously. The research analysts specialize in a number of different but related investment 
strategies, with a goal of meeting the common goal of understanding the risks and rewards 
of each investment opportunity. The investment process involves significant analytical 
experience in equity and debt markets. The Internal and external resources are used to come 
up with ideas and analyze investment opportunities that generate attractive risk-adjusted 
returns. Some strategies include Credit Strategies, Real Estate Strategies, Private Equity 
Strategies, and Multi-Strategy Strategies (Angelo). 

Before starting the project, we did some research about the hierarchy of the IT 
department, which is the department we were mainly focusing on, and got a brief idea of 
how things work here at AG. The hierarchy starts with the Chief Information Officer (CIO), 
then it leads to four Managing Directors. Each of the Managing Directors has an average 
of ten Hiring Managers (HM) who are full-time employees. Then follows a number of 
contracted consultants, provided by preferred vendors. The project was designed with a 
focus on the consultant positions by one of the Managing Directors, who is also our sponsor, 
Scott Burton. We primarily worked with the Department Coordinator, Cindy Aguilar, to 
discuss functionalities throughout the project. 

 

1.2 Current Situation 
After researching about the current situation within the IT Department, there are mainly 

two parts of the entire hiring process. The two parts are: the hiring process and the on-
boarding process. From identifying a need of a position, the administrator of the department 
would pass all related information including job title, department names and job 
descriptions to the CIO for approval. Once it has been approved, an email would be 
generated and sent to selected vendors by the administrator with all information provided. 
If they have recommended candidates for the position, they will reply back with the 
candidates’ information attached.  Then follows the interview selection process. Once a 
candidate passes the interview and is hired by the department, the on-boarding process 
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begins. The administrator would gather all files of the candidate such as work order, MSA 
for their vendor, resume and cover letter, etc., and then send it to Human Resources.  

Both sections of having a newly-hired consultant on-board are not efficient. Since 
everything was done manually, the administrator gathered required information, printed 
out files, got the signatures, scanned it, and then processed all of the paperwork. Our team 
found out that starting from when a hiring manager identified the need for a position, it 
took a long time to construct emails for vendors to receive the position information and 
then there was a long process for afterward communication of requesting different files. 
The vendors then had to send in information for a recommended candidate and the 
administrator had to process them all before he or she can proceed to the interviewing step. 

Between steps, a lot of communication was going on when collecting information, thus 
when requesting and sending files via emails back and forth, it took longer than it should 
within the IT Department. Since there was not an existing database to store all information, 
the IT administrator had been using an Excel spreadsheet to manually track all relevant 
information, or forward it to different hiring managers requesting for updates. When 
onboarding roughly about 20 consultants after they were selected for different positions, 
the administrator required a few business days to manually fill out all information fields 
again on a different form for each hired consultant and then passed all paperwork to the 
Human Resources Department. Then the HR Department received the files from the IT 
Department and continued with the processes. Sometimes when more detailed information 
was missing, the two departments had to communicate through phone calls or emails for 
file exchanges. Especially when a consultant was leaving for a position, if trying to pullout 
previous records for this specific person, the administrator had to dig through all emails 
and giant piles of paper copies, simply trying to look for historical data, which sometimes 
was lost and very hard to find as time goes by. 

This process could be really inefficient and it may somehow affect a person’s on-
boarding time frame or the IT Department as a whole. The administrator has more than 
enough to coordinate throughout the day for all aspects and it would be really beneficial 
for them to minimize their workload if there is a system that merges many of the steps into 
a single step.  
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1.3 Motivation 
Besides Angelo Gordon’s excellence in investment, there was not a focus on either 

hiring or on-boarding consultants for the IT Department. When it comes to hiring for a 
selected position and inviting other professionals to on-board, the IT Department does not 
have an efficient enough way for exchanging required information or even storing them 
into a database for future purposes. After a hiring manager requested to hire a consultant, 
he or she will ask the CIO for approval and then pass it along to the department 
administrator. Currently the administrator is managing the process based on her own 
preference, which is basically paper-based. No matter what method the administrator chose, 
whether to print everything out and pass it along to the next department to process, or 
communicate over emails, or deliver in person, the process doesn’t really have a standard 
format for handling the situation. In regards to making things easier for cross-department 
data sharing and data storage, our main goal is to create a certain web-based application 
for the IT Department in order to have a streamlined system or platform to store and request 
information, send file packages to other departments, and receive email notifications along 
the hiring processes.  

Moreover, it would be necessary for the administrator and hiring managers to retrieve 
data as quickly as possible, especially when they intend to search for a specific role and 
see which of the steps the hiring process has reached. The system should provide a general 
view of all steps when started seeking candidates for a position, together with indicators 
with each ongoing process. The more clearly the application shows on the main home page 
once logged in, the better for the users to understand the current situation and respond to 
it. What the department really needs is an easier way of storing data collected overtime and 
being able to retrieve requested information as desired. This did not seem to be a focus 
within the department prior to the hiring season. Now the department administrator is 
dealing with a huge workload every day and it would be necessary to come up with such a 
web application to ease her work life. Our sponsor was considering this process 
optimization with the administrator and put it into effect as a project for our team. 

 

1.4 Making the process easier 
Since no system had been previously implemented within the firm, this project was 

more of an innovative programming implementation in the business filed. Both hiring and 
on-boarding processes included gathering files such as candidate resumes, cover-letters, 
manager approvals and job descriptions, sending request emails, and scheduling for 
interviews, etc. To optimize this process, our idea was to create a single web application 
containing characteristics of file exchanges which could be done with a single button, 
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together with a tracking system that showed everything in detail as a progress status 
indicator, and a database to store all data. Once the administrator logged in to the system, 
there should have been a status bar that provided detailed information about each position. 

 
By having the main goals in mind, the IT Department really needs to have a file-storing 

and data-sharing board to provide easy job posting request, and prevent data loss or 
redundant communication. With fill-in forms built into the application, the administrator 
or hiring managers may easily generate a job search request and send it to as many vendors 
as they desired. When requesting data from others, or sending data to other departments or 
vendors, it is necessary to eliminate some actions when processing.  

 
During email communications, it was complicated to search for historical files since 

the data has not yet been organized. The more steps it takes, the longer it takes to have a 
candidate processed. Thus our job was to provide them an easier method to store a 
candidate’s information who had been selected for a consultant position. During the on-
boarding process, when a specific list of information was required, the task could be easily 
handled as a one-button action, such as clicking on notify, send, or email buttons. 
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Chapter 2: Angelo Gordon Hire Direct (AGHD) – A 
Workflow Web Application 

2.1  General Goal Overview 
2.1.1 Process Overview 
Given instructions by the IT Department, our general goal was structured as shown in 

Figure 10. The Hiring Managers inform the department administrator to generate a job 
description together with other information such as job title, hiring manager name, and 
other related fields that were required when searching for candidates. Then the 
administrator would forward the form to the CIO for higher level approval. Once the hiring 
request has been approved, an email with a job title and a job description would be sent to 
the selected vendors. After applications were submitted by vendors that have recommended 
candidates, the interview process may proceed. Then the hiring managers would schedule 
interviews and select their desired candidates for the consulting position, and that led us to 
the on-boarding process. 

Once it came to the on-boarding process, the administrator of the hiring department 
would have filled in the required forms for the position, uploading background checks, 
resumes, cover letters, vendor information, etc. The vendors were also required to submit 
the work orders for the position which were generated by themselves or the administrator, 
and meantime the administrator would have checked if there was an MSA for the vendor 
on file. When everything was submitted and saved on file, all of the files would have been 
passed to the Human Resources department for signatures, account setups, and more access 
granting. In the end, the Helpdesk would have been notified to set up building accesses or 
RSA tokens if applicable.  

Once we finish the candidate selection portion, the system would ask the administrator 
to gather all files required for each candidate who applied for the position and proceed to 
the Human Resources department. The system would no longer track the progress in detail 
once the files get to Human Resources but gives a brief notification to the IT administrator 
about the current progress each department makes, and provides a final notification email 
if the entire on-boarding process is finished by all related departments. 
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Figure 10 Hiring and On-boarding Process Overview 

 

We decided to follow the basic processes for hiring a consultant, optimize the flow to 
reach the goal of saving extra time, separate and regroup basic processes to make the 
workflow more smoothly. 

 

2.1.2 Process Flowchart 
The entire process involves many departments which may include a large number of 

employees. Based on our understanding, we first constructed a process flowchart based on 
the company’s hiring and on-boarding process structure that breaks the process into small 
steps, and then created user stories and use cases for each step listed. As shown in the 
figures attached below, the blue boxes indicated what the IT administrator’s tasks are, and 
the yellow, red or green boxes indicated what CAO, Hiring Managers, and Vendors are 
required to achieve within the process, respectively. We then proceeded to the design of 
the user interface with the knowledge of how the process should be handled in detail. 
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Figure 11 Candidate-Searching Process Breakdown 

 

Figure 12 On-boarding CAO Steps 
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Figure 13 On-boarding Final Steps 

 

2.1.3 Form Examples 
      Given what the IT Department administrator currently had for both hiring and on-
boarding forms as references, with the information required listed on the forms (Figure 14), 
we were able to refer back to what is needed specifically. This form appeared in the system 
as a web page so that it could be forwarded to whomever was selected to view the link. 
Then the receivers may click on the links, fill in the information required and submit it 
afterward. Currently these forms were printed versions and they were all stored in different 
folders by the administrator so that she did not have to go through all emails to look for 
them. However, the original processing method required a lot of paper usage and storage 
space. When it reached to a certain amount, the administrator may take a long time 
organizing all sheets of paper documented previously, and there would never be enough 
space to save all of the files. 

We decided to create a similar application form compared to the original pdf file in 
our designed application so that the administrators were familiar with what they used to 
have been doing. We remained the style of the forms to be fill-in forms, attached in the 
appendix (see Appendix A). The form still contains all of the necessary information, with 
an additional notes section for the vendors to insert comments for recommendation. Fill-in 
forms are self-explanatory, which requires little memory from users so that they allow users 
to refer rather than recall. Within this one-page form in the web app, users were provided 
with guidance in each field for suggested answers in order to minimize possible errors. 
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Figure 14 Sample On-boarding Form 

 

Since the form example covered a lot of information required for different stages, we 
decided to break them down into different smaller forms for clarity.  

 

2.2  User Interface Design 
Before starting to design the user interfaces (UI) of each screen, we created a list of 

user stories so that we can have a clear structure of what needs to be done by the system. 
The user stories involve the functionalities of the system we need to design to satisfy users’ 
needs, the relationships of each steps to ensure usability and efficiency, and what the 
system should authorize the users access based on the requirements for each possible 
procedure.  

We first manually drew out our brief idea of the basic layout, then we decided to use 
Moqups, an online mockup user interface design tool, to create a simple, straight-forward 
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view to show our project sponsors how we wanted our ideas to be implemented. We created 
different views including the Log-in Page, CIO Approval/Denial Page, Administrator 
Process Overview page, Create New Processes/Candidates functions for generating new 
position searches or candidate creation, and other buttons for sending files or notifications. 
We also had an Initial Setup Page to allow the users to personalize all possible entries to 
ease the process of searching. Having a mockup UI designed for this system is easier for 
new users to have a better understanding of our web app, and it can be used as a reminder 
of what we actually need for the tool. The actual design of the application varied from the 
mockup design where more functionalities were added to the application.  

Each process can be cancelled at any time within the procedures. When a process is 
cancelled, it will be shifted to the Cancelled tab with all information saved. The user may 
also resume any process and keep proceeding without reentering any information. 

 

2.2.1 Initial Setup 
When first logging into the web application, the administrator is led to a page to set up 

preferences and enter related information for future use. This mainly included vendor 
listing preferences, hiring manager contact information, and a list of possible positions. For 
both of the general vendors list and the specialty vendors list, the administrator had the 
ability to put in different vendors names for the categories thus whenever he or she intended 
to create a job listing, the only thing that needed to be accomplished is to click on the 
checkbox in front of each category based on the preferences for a particular job search.  

After entering a list of hiring managers, all information would be stored in the database 
for future entries. When creating a new job search, the names of the all hiring managers 
would show up within a drop-down list in the Reports To field as options (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15 Initial Setup 1 - Settings 

 

Figure 16 Initial Setup 2 – Add vendors 
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Figure 17 Vendor MSA 

 

The edit and delete buttons allowed the administrator to change the existing records of 
any category, or delete the entire row. The add buttons to the lower right corner of each 
section authorized the user to add a new record to the system which would appear in the 
dropdown lists. The user may go back and edit the information in Settings at any time of 
the process and proceed after modifying the record. 

Similar to adding hiring manager information, administrator may add vendors’ details 
to the database as well. Possible roles could be accessed in the settings tab, and the 
application would also memorize each entry and save automatically for future inputs. The 
color contrast of blue and red allowed the users to differentiate the functionality of the 
buttons and provide actions accordingly.  

Specifically about adding a vendor to the settings, the MSA files are required (Figure 
17). Unless an MSA file is attached, the user may never add a new row to the vendors list 
successfully. 
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Figure 18 Initial Setup 2 – Email Settings 

 

The users are allowed to modify the email templates in the Settings menu. Thus each 
time when initiating a new process, the template would show up on top of the main view 
as an editable template before actually sending the emails (Figure 18). 

We were originally planning on entering the information for all categories as built-in 
information, however, considering all of the possible future changes, we decided to leave 
this decision to the administrator and Hiring Managers. By the time they actually use this 
web application, they will have the option to modify all records based on their references. 
This feature actually saves the administrator time from manually typing in every piece of 
information each time. When she has multiple applicants at hand, it would be ideal for her 
to choose from a list of options instead of being left with blanks that requires free texts. 

The email templates also prevents multiple text entries. The administrator would send 
at least one email to each vendor per position, along with several notification emails, and 
approval emails to different persons. Having an editable template saved in the system 
would definitely assist the users of the application and increase task efficiency. The unfilled 
categories will later grab information from the uploaded files and automatically fill in the 
entries. 
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2.2.2 Log In 
The system platform followed the theme color combination of blue, white and gray to 

ensure consistency. By having a logo and a name of the system on the top left, we provided 
users a guidance for correct path indications. The texts located on top of the username and 
password section functioned as a welcome message from the system to remind the users to 
sign in before proceeding to the next stage. In order to make the users feel comfortable 
when using this web application, we kept the background of the page gray to keep the 
consistency of a normal interface nowadays. 

The “Remember Me” check box provides the users the option of saving their username 
and password combinations to the local computer browser thus it saved them extra work 
for typing everything again and again each time. The “Forgot Password” option functioned 
as a link that sent a temporary password to the users’ email address, which allowed users 
to reset their account password when they were having troubles logging in. 

 

         Figure 19 Log-in View 

 

The figure attached (Figure 19) above is a view that would show on users’ screen when 
they opened our web application as guests by using a web browser. The system does not 
allow any further actions until a user has entered correct username and password and signed 
in with a recognizable account saved in the system. We created a page with those 
credentials as the initial view the users would have once they opened our web application. 
We created accounts for specific users so that the system is secured in a way that only 
certain users have access to view or edit the files stored in the database. In the case we have 
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new Hiring Managers or other employees who are recently assigned to supervise the hiring 
process, the administrator were authorized to generate new access to the person that was 
involved in one or more hiring procedures and supervise the progress along the way. The 
account information is stored in the database and can be modified within the Initial Setup 
page. 

To keep the design process simple, we decided to set up the log-in functionality as 
single-user temporarily. We determined the only user to be the administrator for IT 
Department. The CIO and Hiring Managers were authorized to view each of the hiring 
process when they have the login credentials, and the CIO will also get all notifications 
generated by all actions together with all approval requests.  

  

2.2.3 Create New Functionality 
To start a hiring process, the administrator was required to enter all information for a 

position into the database, including: Job Title, Reports To, Department, Skills, and Job 
Descriptions. This led the process to the initial stage, which would generate an email to the 
CIO for further official approval.  

This first step was Initial Search, which was designed to be automatically highlighted 
with navy blue after creating a hiring process by the. Once a position searching process has 
been initiated, the position along with its progress bar will appear as a new row on top of 
the existed ones.  

 

Figure 20 Banner 

To achieve the Initial Search stage, a user needs to click on the Create New button 
located on the upper right corner of the main page to access the form for the position.  
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Figure 21 Initial Search Progress Bar 

The Create New function allowed the administrator to add a new searching process 
after identifying a need for a specific consultant position. The database saved all previously 
entered information into the server, so that if there is a future need for the same position, 
the saved files could be easily pulled out from the database.  

     

 

Figure 22 Create New 

 

The stars were created as an indication of required fields. A user may never proceed to 
save and submit the application until every field has been filled out. We placed three 
buttons on the bottom of the modal window: Cancel, Save, and Save & Submit. Each button 
represented different functions: Cancel meant withdraw all information entered and go 
back to the main menu; Save was designed to save the current information and proceed 
later; and Save & Submit provided the user the ability to save everything and submit the 
application. If everything has been done correctly and been approved by the CIO, the users 
may proceed to the next step – vendor selection process. 
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The form was designed as a pop out modal window to indicate major priority for the 
specific window. In the meantime, the background would be greyed out and disabled for 
the moment until the users hit either one of the buttons for desired actions.  

When clicking on the first three categories, Job Title, Reports To, and Department, a 
drop-down list would appear after each category to provide lists of information for 
selection. Having drop-down lists lowered the error rate, decreased the required time to 
type each word, and reduced user memory necessity. 

2.2.4 Vendor Selection 
As one of the preferred functionality of the department, being able to select a list of 

vendors to send the emails to with the hiring requests was the best way of forwarding 
related information to the vendors. From initiating the hiring request, after entering all 
requested information for the position, the administrator or Hiring Managers may have 
access to the vendor selection step.  

 

 

Figure 23 Vendor Selection 

 

We separated different vendors into groups: General vendors list, and Specialty 
vendors list. General vendors referred to all vendors that the company had previous 
interaction with, which are selected by default and cannot be deselected. The Specialty 
vendors were a list of vendors that may provide candidates with several specific skill sets, 
and the user can personalize selections. We moved the Add New vendors feature into the 
Settings, which was controlled by the administrator only. An MSA file is required to add a 
new vendor to the existing list. Any viewers, namely hiring managers and managers, would 
only view the current existing lists without the ability for modification. 
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 When the vendors receives the emails containing the detailed information about a 
position, the Managers and Roles sections are not included for security reasons. The emails 
are sent on behalf of the AG IT Department thus the content were pre-generated briefly 
asking for recommended candidates, along with a subject of the hiring request and a 
signature of Angelo, Gordon & Co. IT Department. All email templates can be modified 
in the Settings tab. The administrator may select a specific email template base on position 
preferences. 

The email icon placed to the right of the Submit button is another way of editing the 
email templates. It has the same functionality as the email editor in the Settings tab. The 
users may have access to the email templates on both of the places so that when realizing 
the email template has not yet been edited in the middle of the process, the user may just 
click on the email icon to open up the template window. 

 

2.2.5 Administrator Process View 
Logged in as an administrator, the user was able to see all in-process positions (Figure 

24) listed on the main page, together with all detailed information on the progress bar. The 
progress bar was a step-based indicator that showed each stage of the candidate-searching 
positions. When multiple candidates are applying for the same position, their detailed 
information will all appear under the progress bar of that position. The unreached step was 
indicated by grey circles while the finished ones were navy blue, and the on-going process 
was filled with a lighter blue so that the progress could be easily understood by the 
administrator. 
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Figure 24 Home Page 

 

As shown in Figure 24, the progress bar of a candidate search for a position includes 
Initial Search, Candidate Info Received, Interviews Scheduled, Candidate Selected, and 
Documents Submitted to HR. Each step contains special functions that are designed for 
different purposes. The color of the bar is designed to change along with the progress of 
each process. Each process covers all candidates who have applied for the position and 
with their information listed underneath the bar, the users may have a clear view of the 
current procedures and make decisions accordingly. 
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2.2.6 Tracker Drop-down Selections and Buttons 
  

 

Figure 25 Drop-down Menu 

 

When the progress reaches to a new step, the new drop-down lists are activated by 
clicking on the ribbon-shaped status bar. When the step is highlighted in grey, the 
functionality of that step could not be accessed until all previous steps were accomplished. 
Similarly, once the users hit the buttons for submission, they are not allowed to go back 
and re-submit the files. The only drop-down menus that the users may access are the ones 
designed for the current on-going step.  

For each step of the entire process, the menus were designed according to the function 
of the specific step. The buttons placed underneath each form showed different functions 
based on the current process of hiring a consultant. The process bar would be marked as 
complete if all steps were accomplished and all files have been submitted to Human 
Resources. We designed the drop-down menu function to keep everything within the 
single-page web application so that the users did not have to switch back and forth to view 
other information while trying to proceed with the current process. Keeping things in one 
screen was one of our main goals. Thus when viewing and referring to relevant fields, the 
users simply need to scroll up and down to achieve this goal. 
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2.2.7 Quick Emails and Reminders within Process 
Along with each step of the hiring process, automated emails would be generated by 

the system to notify the user who has initiated the process. For the CIO position, he would 
be notified of all on-going actions, including file submissions, requests, and step 
completions, along with the current situations. Similarly, the administrator would receive 
similar emails of all changes, plus the ability to modify the results of the steps. The email 
subjects included notifications for position-hiring process details, candidate rejections, 
interview scheduling, and final selections.   

 

Figure 26 Vendor Email Template 

 

As shown in the example above, vendors would receive emails relating to the positions 
with attachments of the Application Form for the candidates. This email together with all 
of the other templates could be modified and user specified. Only one vendor name would 
appear in the Vendor Names category within a single email and the labels are case sensitive. 
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2.2.8 Interview Scheduler  

 

Figure 27 Interview Scheduler 

 

After receiving candidate information from the vendors, the administrator would be 
able to type in all required fields for each candidate. Under the Interview Scheduled step, 
Candidate Name, Resume and Interview were listed as a drop-down form. Once the 
information for a candidate was entered into the system, the administrator could either keep 
adding more candidates to the position, or stop receiving applications and move forward 
with the process. The status of the interview process would remain pending until the 
Finished All Interviews button was hit.   

Once the administrator decided to stop receiving more applications and move forward 
with the interview process, he or she has to manually click on the Finished All Interviews 
button located at the bottom and proceed. When the administrator or Hiring Managers 
decided to start interviewing the current applicants and pause from receiving later 
applications, they were allowed to have an option of stopping the current candidate-seeking 
process. It was designed as an on-button action for the purpose to ease the users’ 
experiences. This action would lead to a change in the Interview section: instead of a 
pending status, we inserted a new button after each candidate’s name. The button could be 
toggled on and off, which allowed the administrator to either reject a candidate, or select 
for an interview process and pick an appropriate interviewer and time slot.  

If a candidate was accepted for an interview, the system would provide the 
administrator a model window to select the interview date and time, and a drop-down list 
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of possible interviewer’s names and proceed after scheduling with the applicants about 
their availabilities.     

 

Figure 28 Date Picker 

 

After the administrator decided to stop the current candidate seeking process, in the 
Action column, a date picker (Figure 28) would appear to the right of a candidate name. 
When clicking on the box, a calendar should appear right below for choosing interview 
dates. The two tiny boxes were designed for time selections, and the time was always 
represented by the twelve hour system.  

Each candidate name remained clickable as well as the resume column. Each item led 
the users to a detailed list of all relevant information about the item. Candidate Name 
provided administrator all information toward the applicant provided by the vendors. Users 
may view each resume online, or download as future reference. 

 

2.2.9 File Uploading and Downloading 
For inserting additional candidate information, we generated a new modal window 

similar to what we designed for the new position function. The background greyed out on-
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purpose when this window appears in front of the main background, which was considered 
to prevent users from accessing the main page before required fields were filled out. Fields 
including Candidate Name, Email, Cell, Vendor, Notes, Resume and Original Application 
are listed. These fields were designed as free text fields which allowed the administrator to 
enter words as they preferred. The asterisks next to each field label indicated required word 
entering, so that those fields could not be left blank in order to proceed. 

We designed the Resume and Application fields to allow drag and drop functionality 
thus when the administrator wanted to upload a file from one device, the only action 
required was to drag the file from the folder into the dashed box and release the pointer, or 
simply click on the area within the dashed box and select a desired file. 

 

Figure 29 New Candidate Entry 

 

After filling all required fields, the administrator may either click on the Save button to 
proceed, or Cancel to discard all entries and restart later on. A new row in the candidate 
information drop-down menu would appear, which was generated based on the information 
received.  

Add and drop functionality saved the administrator time spent browsing, which was 
useful and efficient, especially since the user did not have to open another window, or move 
windows around. Instead, users only needed to switch to the source window, drag over 
target window and drop over the window. It was common across operating systems 
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environment. When dealing with file based operations, file uploading function isolated files 
and provided more freedom to the users while providing visibility. 

 

2.2.10 Making Final Decisions 
When making final decisions, all of the candidate interviews are required to be 

completed in the previous section. After the the Finished All Interviews button was hit, 
within the Action category, two buttons will appear: Select or Reject. These two buttons 
can be toggled on and off indicating different results. Select means the candidate is selected 
for a position and on the contrary, the reject button is indicating not being selected. 

Since the administrator is allowed to modify previous steps, we decided not to send 
automated email messages to the vendors when a candidate was not selected for a certain 
position. This allows the administrator go back and reprocess the step if a mistake occurs 
or the hiring managers have second thoughts. 

 

Figure 30 Final Decision Page 

 

Thus if there is a final decision, the administrator may simply press the Candidate 
Selected button to proceed to the onboarding step. This decision was made by the Hiring 
Managers or whoever conducted the interviews. The Candidate Select button would 
generate a page containing all information for a candidate. When all required information 
was filled by the administrator, the candidate is ready to onboard. 
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2.2.11 Submit Files to HR 
The files required to onboard a condidate include: Name of the candidate, Resume and 

Applications, Background Check, and Work Order. The administrator should also make 
sure that a vendor has an up-to-date MSA in order to proceed. These files are all required 
to onboard a consultant thus without filling all fields, the administrator cannot press submit 
and send all files. 

There is also a field under the HR category to provide the administrator an ability to 
type in the email address of the HR administrator. The system would then zip up all related 
files for a candidate and then send it to the typed in email address to proceed with the 
onboard process. 

 

Figure 31 Submit Files to HR 

 

To upload files of any kind, the administrator should follow the same steps introduced 
in the resume and application section by either drag and drop, or click and release. The 
files are available to be viewed once they are uploaded successfully.  

The candidate is ready to onboard when the Finish Process button was hit and all files 
together with the information of the candidate will be sent to the HR Department for further 
onboarding procedures at the same time. The HR Email field allows the user to enter certain 
email address(es) to target specific HR administrator. 
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2.3  Implementation 
2.3.1 Frontend Development 
We used Model-View-Controller as an architecture for Web applications. Widely 

adopted by different languages, several web application frameworks have been created to 
enforce this pattern. MVC architecture can be used in both the client side and server side. 
Model stores data for the controller to accomplish logical layer data analytic processes. 
The View generates different screens to show changes of the Model. A Controller handles 
all information and presents data within an output view.   

A model represents the underlying, logical structure of data in a software application. 
In our web application, it stores all objects including processes and candidates, and all data 
structured arrays, which represent a group of objects. We managed the arrays as single 
objects thus when controller intends to make any possible changes globally, it can be 
achieved by modifying the object at a single place. The change would be synchronized 
globally thus it would be processed immediately. 

The figure below illustrates this structure: 
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Figure 32 Frontend 
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2.3.2 Backend Development 
The client sends either hyperlink requests or form input to the controller and then 

receives an updated web page from the generated view. The model exists entirely on the 
server. We used Node.js for designing the system environment, Express.js for RESTful 
Web Service architecture, and Mongoose as a MongoDB modeling tool. Node.js allows a 
fast, minimalist web framework. Many connections can be handled concurrently. Both 
frontend and backend was written in JavaScript.  

 Express.js provided an asynchronous event driven framework; it is designed to build 
a scalable network application. Express is a minimal and flexible Node.js web application 
framework that provides a robust set of features for web and mobile applications. It 
provides a thin layer of fundamental web application features, without obscuring Node.js 
features. Express.js can be operated within different platforms and perform cross-platform 
tasks.  

Both frameworks can be used within JavaScript, which allow web application designers 
to use the same programming languages, thus reduced unnecessary interaction. JavaScript 
is a flexible and lightweight programming language and it was beneficial for us to have a 
grasp of this programming language for designing our application. 

 

2.3.3 Database 
We are using MongoDB for the database. We connected database and the server by 

using Mongoose, which provides a straight-forward, schema-based solution to model the 
application data. It includes built-in type casting, validation, query building, and business 
logic hooks. It allows us to save objects to the database and retrieve information as objects 
directly, and to store the file system. MongoDB also works fine with Express.js, assisted 
by Mongoose to serialize and de-serialize data within the data-storing processes.  
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Chapter 3: Technology 

In order to implement our thoughts into the web application design, we decided to use 
a solution named “MEAN”. It is a free and open-source JavaScript software stack for 
building dynamic websites and web applications. With a combination of MongoDB, 
Express.js, Angular.js, and Node.js, M stands for MongoDB which is NOSQL database, E 
is Express.js that is mainly utilized for the server side backend framework design. While 
A is known as Angular.js and N is Node.js. AngularJS is commonly used for the frontend 
MVC framework design and Node.js is used for backend environment. 

 

3.1 JavaScript (JS) 
JavaScript is the most popular programming language in the world (JavaScript 

Introduction, n.d.). JavaScript, alongside HTML, and CSS, is one of the three essential 
technologies of World Wide Web content production. It is a high-level, dynamic, untyped, 
and interpreted programming language (JavaScript, n.d.).  The majority of websites employ 
it and it is supported by all modern web browsers without plug-ins. Having the syntax 
derived from C, JavaScript is unrelated to Java despite naming and some library similarities. 
It is used in environments that are not web-based, such as PDF and desktop widgets. 
JavaScript Google V8 Engine is newer and faster than the rest so that it is popular for 
server-side web applications. On the client side, JavaScript has been recently implemented 
to perform just-in-time compilation. Utilized in game development, the creation of desktop 
and mobile applications, JS is also used in server-side network programming with runtime 
environments such as Node.js.  

 

3.2  Node.js 
Node.js is an open-source, cross-platform runtime environment for developing server-

side web applications (Node.js). It is written in JavaScript and can be run on OS X, 
Microsoft Windows, Linux, IBM System z, IBM i, IBM AIX, NonStop, and FreeBSD. Its 
work is hosted and supported by the Node.js Foundation, a collaborative project at the 
Linux Foundation. 

Node.js allows the creation of web servers and networking tools using JavaScript and 
a collection of modules that handle various core functionality, such as file system I/O, 
networking, binary data, cryptography functions, and data streams. It is primarily used to 
build network programs such as web servers, making it similar to PHP and Python. The 
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biggest difference is that Node.js is a non-blocking language where commands execute in 
parallel and use callbacks to signal completion (The Use Cases of Node.js). 

Single page, real-time applications require a quick, responsive server that can handle a 
flood of requests, thus Node.js is perfect for these requests so that people have found it a 
good fit. Node.js can pipe requests to each other, or stream data directly to its destination 
without caching, temporary data. It just streams from one place to another, which is often 
used for file uploads and simple proxies since both use cases are throughputs to an endpoint. 

                     

 

Figure 33 Node.js Server 

 

Node.js is excellent for creating scripts and command line tools because it is just a 
JavaScript interpreter with a few built in utilities for things like file system management 
and network communications at its core. We can write a JavaScript script and have Node.js 
run it for you. 
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3.3  Angular.js 
Angular.js, commonly referred to as Angular or AngularJS, is an open-source web 

application framework mainly maintained by Google and by a community of individual 
developers and corporations in developing single-page applications (AngularJS). It is 
designed to simplify both the development and the testing of such applications by providing 
a framework for client-side MVC (Model View Controller) architecture, along with rich 
Internet applications components. 

Angular.js library first reads the HTML page and interprets those attributes as 
directives to bind input or output parts of the page to model that is represented by standard 
JavaScript variables. The values can be manually set within the code or retrieved from 
static or dynamic JSON resources. It is the frontend part of the MEAN stack as previously 
described, which exists in the JS library. 

Angular.js is built to create user interfaces and connect software components. The 
framework adapts and extends traditional HTML to present dynamic content through two-
way data-binding that allows automatic synchronization of models and views. It 
implements the MVC pattern to separate presentation, data, and logic components and 
brings traditionally server-side services to client-side web applications, which reduces 
burden on the servers. 

 

Figure 34 AngularJS 
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3.4  HTML 
HTML (HyperText Markup Language), is the standard markup language used to create 

web pages (HTML). HyperText refers to the hyperlinks that an HTML page may contain. 
Markup Language refers to the way tags are used to define the page layout and elements 
within the page (Christensson, 2015). Along with CSS, and JavaScript, HTML is used by 
most websites to create visually engaging webpages, user interfaces for web applications 
and mobile applications. Web browsers can read HTML files and render them into visible 
or audible web pages. HTML allows images and objects to be embedded and can be used 
to create interactive forms. It creates structured documents by having structural semantics 
for text such as headings, paragraphs, lists, links, quotes and other items. 

 

Figure 35 HTML 

 

Properly formatted HTML pages should include <html>, <head>, and <body> tags. 
The page title, metadata, and links to reference files are placed between the <head> tags, 
and the actual contents of the page go between the <body> tags. Modern HTML relies on 
cascading style sheets or JavaScript to format nearly all the elements within a page. Even 
dynamic pages using server-side scripting languages like PHP or ASP must be formatted 
using HTML. Therefore, scripting languages often generate the HTML that is sent to your 
web browser (Christensson, 2015). 
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       Figure 36 HTML Tag 

 

Almost all HTML tags (Figure 35) have an opening tag that contains the name with 
any attributes and a close tag that contains a forward slash and the name of the tag that is 
being closed. Each tag is contained within less than and greater than angle brackets and 
everything between the opening and closing tag is displayed or affected by the tag (HTML). 
HTML 5 is the update made to HTML from HTML4, which uses the same basic rules but 
adds some new tags and attributes which allow for better semantics and for dynamic 
elements that are activated using JavaScript. New elements added include section and 
forms, together with removing rarely used styling elements.  

 

3.5  CSS 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a style sheet language used for describing the 

presentation of a document written in a markup language. CSS is designed primarily to 
enable the separation of document content from document presentation, including aspects 
such as the layouts, colors, and fonts. The separation can improve content accessibility, 
provide more flexibility and control in the specification of presentation characteristics, 
enable multiple HTML pages to share formatting by specifying the relevant CSS in a 
separate .css file, and reduce complexity and repetition in the structural content. It also 
presents the same markup page in different styles for different rendering methods, such as 
on-screen, in print, by voice and on Braille-based, tactile devices. Moreover, it is also used 
to display the web page differently depending on the screen size or device viewed by users. 
Readers can specify a different style sheet such as a CSS file stored on their own computer, 
to override the one the author has specified. If the author or the reader did not link the 
document to a style sheet, the default style of the browser will be applied. 
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Another advantage of CSS is that users can apply changes to the graphic design of 
many documents quickly and easily by editing a few lines in one file rather than modifying 
every line. 

 

Figure 37 CSS 

 

CSS is a simple mechanism for adding style to Web documents and it tells a browser 
how to present a document. There are various ways of linking, but the simplest method for 
starting is to use HTML’s STYLE element (CSS Quick Tutorial). A style sheet may be 
imported with CSS’s @import statement, which must occur at the start of the style sheet. 
Any rules specified in the style sheet itself override conflicting rules in the imported style 
sheets, and the import order is important in determining how they cascade. 

Using an external CSS may help avoid duplication, make maintenance easier, and allow 
users to make a site-wide change in one place (Mills, 2015). The browser converts the 
markup language and the CSS into the Document Object Model (DOM), which represents 
the document in the computers’ memory. It combines the document’s content with its style. 
Then the browser displays the contents of the DOM, which has a tree-like structure. Each 
element, attribute and run of text in the markup language becomes a node in the tree 
structure. A markup language uses elements to define the document’s structure, which can 
be a container and include other elements between its start tag and end tag. 

 

3.6  Express.js 
Express.js is a Node.js web application server framework, which is designed for 

building single-page, multi-page, and hybrid web applications (Express.js). It is relatively 
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minimal with many features available as plugins. It is also the backend part of the MEAN 
stack, as well as the SEAN stack that we used for this project. 

As a fast, minimalist web framework for Node.js, it provides a robust set of features 
for web and mobile applications with flexibility. It also provides a thin layer of fundamental 
web application features without obscuring Node features.  

 

3.7  SQL Server 
Microsoft SQL Server is a relational database management system that is a software 

product with the primary function of storing and retrieving data as requested (Microsoft 
SQL Server). It may run either on the same computer or another computer across a network. 

Data storage is a database with tables. SQL Server supports different data types, 
including primary types such as Integer, Float, Decimal, Char, Varchar, Text, etc. It makes 
server statistics available as virtual tables and views, together with other objects such as 
views, indexes, constraints, and a transaction log. Storage space allocated to a database is 
divided into sequentially numbered pages. Page type defines the data contained in the page 
while page is a basic unit of I/O operation. For physical storage of a table, its rows are 
divided into series of partitions whose size is user defined. Rows in each partition are stored 
in either B-tree or heap structure. With a B-tree providing the index values, the rows are 
stored in order within the tables for faster retrieval. 

SQL Server allows multiple clients to use the same database. To ensure data integrity, 
SQL Server provides two modes of concurrency control when multiple clients update the 
same data or clients attempt to read data that is in progress. The two modes are: pessimistic 
and optimistic concurrency. It controls concurrent access by using locks when pessimistic 
concurrency control is being used. Locks can be shared or exclusive. The former allows 
multiple users to read while the latter grants the users exclusive access to the data.  

For retrieving data purposes, SQL Server database needs queries. SQL is a Structured 
Query Language, which is a special purpose programming language that is designed for 
managing data held in a Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS), or for 
stream processing in a Relational Data Stream Management Systems (RDSMS). The scope 
of SQL includes data insert, query, update and delete, schema creation and modification, 
and data access control. 
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3.8  Modal Window 
In user interface design, a modal window is a graphical control element subordinate to 

an application’s main window which creates a mode where the main window cannot be 
used (Modal window). It is a child window that requires users to interact with it prior to 
the parent application, so that the workflow on the application main window can be 
prevented.  

Modal windows draw attention to vital pieces of information and block the application 
flow until information required to continue is entered, such as usernames and passwords in 
a login process. They also collect application configuration options in a centralized dialog, 
thus typically access to the application is disabled while the edits are being made. Modal 
windows are common in GUI toolkits for guiding user workflow. They provide a way to 
deliver contextual information, notifications and other actions relevant to the current screen 
(Making Modal Windows Better For Everyone). Also they quickly shift visual focus from 
one part of a website or application to another area of content. 

 

3.9  RESTful Web Service 
Representational State Transfer (REST) is the software architectural style of the World 

Wide Web (Representational state transfer). REST gives a coordinated set of constraints to 
the design of components in a distributed hypermedia system that can lead to a high-
performing and more maintainable architecture. Systems which conform to the constraints 
of REST can be called RESTful. Typically, but not always, they communicate over 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) with the same HTTP verbs, which web browsers use 
to retrieve web pages and to send data to remote servers. REST interfaces with external 
systems using resources identified by Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), which can be 
operated upon using standard verbs. 

The uniform interface constraint is fundamental to the design of any REST service. The 
uniform interface simplifies and decouples the architecture, which enables each part to 
evolve independently. The four constraints for this uniform interface are: Identification of 
resources, Manipulation of resources through these representations, Self-descriptive 
messages, and Hypermedia as the engine of application state (HATEOAS). 

Web service APIs that adhere to the REST architectural constraints are called RESTful 
APIS. HTTP-based RESTful APIs are defined with these aspects: 

• Base URI, such as http://example.com/resources/ ; 
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• An Internet media type for the data. This is often JSON but can be any other 
valid type, for example, XML, Atom, microformats, images, etc.); 

• Standard HTTP methods; 
• Hypertext links to reference state; 
• Hypertext links to reference-related resources. 

 

Figure 38 RESTful Web Service 

 

REST defines a set of architectural principles by which you can design Web services 
that focus on a system’s resources, including how resource states are addressed and 
transferred over HTTP by a wide range of clients written in different languages (RESTful 
Web services: The basics). If measured by the number of Web services that use it, REST 
has emerged in the last few years alone as a predominant Web service design model. A 
complete, independent request doesn’t require the server, while processing the request, to 
retrieve any kind of REST Web service application, context or state. A REST Web service 
application or client includes within the HTTP headers and body of a request all of the 
parameters, context, and data needed by the server-side component to generate a response. 
Statelessness in this sense improves Web service performance and simplifies the design 
and implementation of server-side components because the absence of state on the server 
removes the need to synchronize session data with an external application. 
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Figure 39 REST Web Service design structure 

 

Figure 38 demonstrates the design principles and components that comprise a REST 
web service. Wink reflects these design principles in the implementation of web services 
(Introduction to Apache Wink). 
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Chapter 4: Results and Limitations 

4.1 Results 
The outcome of implementing this web application within the IT Department of Angelo, 

Gordon & Co. was to provide the entire department a standardized hiring process for all 
consulting positions. From an intention of storing data and documents into a uniform tool 
for future references and reuse, Angelo Gordon Hire Direct allowed its users to perform 
data exchanges between departments and Hiring Managers. Instead of communicating and 
sharing all information via emails, the web application stored all things as the minute they 
were entered into the system, thus prevented data loss. 

AGHD is a standardized application we designed for the convenience of the department 
to easily retrieve data from previous entries and saved time for all users. Optimizing the 
workflow process dramatically reduced storage space for placing massive paper files. 
Having several discussions within our team and with sponsors, we reached a new level of 
increasing both efficiency and usability in real life. When searching for a desired candidate 
for a position, the administrator logged into the web application, inserted all information 
required for hiring a consultant, the process would automatically start. Most functions were 
click-based to reduce user interaction thus prevented future mistakes. Edit and Redo 
buttons authorized the user abilities to always go back and re-process or cancel all entries.  

Features such as modal windows, drop-down menus or lists, check lists, date and time 
pickers, automatic email reminders, and approval functionalities were designed as a way 
to present the users a smart application to reduce workload. We performed analysis on 
usability maximization and modified our design along the way. All entries could be 
retrieved at any time from the database. The user could log in to the system and download 
or upload files at any part of the hiring process. This web application also functioned as a 
renewable and adaptable process tracker of all possible pieces of information.   

 

4.2 User Experience 
We set up some usability tests to improve user experiences. After making some major 

developments on the web application, features of the app included:  

a. Reduced reinvented patterns. 
We tried to keep consistency with the company website, both in themes and 
colors, icons and font styles. It would reduce the need for users to learn a new 
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pattern each time. Together with a company logo located on each screen, users 
may feel a sense of belonging whenever using our application. 
 

b. Grouped related elements.  
We grouped items of the same category together to ensure pattern consistency. 
Features like log in, settings, view all processes belong together, thus were kept 
closely together. This design was less confusing and more intuitive to users. 
 

c. Intuitive with target users. 
When looking at our interface for the first time, users may get a brief idea of 
how everything works based on the labels of each button. We named each 
button intuitively so that users could simply tell the function of it by reading the 
text. Since our web app was mainly designed for the IT Department, we kept 
most entries based on their preferences. 
 

d. Clear path. 
Users were clearly indicated where they are when using the application. The 
ongoing processes and buttons being pressed were all highlighted. There were 
color changes when hovering a mouse over a button or field. Our application 
would display data while showing transition to avoid surprises. 
 

e. Enough testing. 
We performed several trial runs for our app and passed it along to our sponsor 
for more testing. All data were successfully stored into the database and the 
interface were performing well. We did a lot of modification through 
communicating with the target users to ensure the best quality of our design and 
improve efficiency and usability. 
 

4.3 Limitations 
There are limitations about this web application. This app was primarily restricted by 

its limited users. Due to security reasons, the content of the app were not available until a 
user was logged in. Limited by the seven-week term system, we only had enough time to 
work on most of the functionalities required by the department. Since there were different 
updates about the design during each meeting we held with our sponsors, the login feature 
was pushed back on our priority list. Ideally, there should also be a substitute account for 
the person who was planning on taking over the administrator’s tasks and logging in when 
she is away.  
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Throughout the entire project, our deliverable was a web application with standardized 
functionalities. Basic functions successfully covered all required features; however, 
considering a bigger picture of this application, future unforeseen problems may occur 
which requires more add-ons to it. 

Specifically, we originally were going to create a page that leads the CIO to perform 
approve/decline actions. However, we created the page layout and did not have enough 
time to insert the functionality of generating temporary links. Our original thought was to 
design a button to send email messages containing those links, and the administrator would 
receive email notifications after an action is made. 

a) Approval Request Page 
When the administrator submits a hiring request for a position to the CIO for an official 

approval, the CIO would view the following page when the request is sent successfully. A 
list of information will be forwarded to the CIO together with the request: Job Title the 
Hiring Manager was seeking, Skills for the position, Department that requires hiring a 
consultant, Budget, Reports To, and Job Description for the position. These information 
lists are generated by the system after the administrator entered the information for these 
fields. The system provides a view to the CIO to show a general overview of what position 
is currently being requested by which department and provide decisions accordingly, 
namely, to approve or decline.  

 
The page is made by the system after the information is pulled out from the database. 

It can be accessed through a corresponding link by the system. The person who started the 
candidate-searching process would be the one sending the link to the CIO for approval via 
emails. The links were temporily made by the server for security purposes which would be  
invalid after a decision was made.  
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Figure 40 CIO Approval Request View 

 

b) Approval Message 
When the CIO decides to provide approvals to proceed with the current hiring process, 

an approval message would appear on a new window to remind the CIO that he has 
approved a position and it would be saved for later. The OK button located on the lower 
right corner of the message box was designed to close the current page and take the users 
back to the main page.  

An email would be generated to the user who started the requests indicating that the 
CIO has approved it and he or she may continue on processing the hiring steps. The email 
is automatically generated with the click on the OK button. It also allows further 
modification if the sender wants to add additional comments or notes to it. 
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Figure 41 Approve Message 

 

c) Decline Message 
If the CIO decided to reject a position seeking request (Figure 39), he simply needed 

to click on the Decline button on the Approval Request View and a new window with a 
paragraph indicating there is a need of modification, would show on the screen, and 
functioned as a reminder for declining a request from the Hiring Managers. 

 

             Figure 42 Decline Message 

 

Along with the Ok button, the Hiring Managers would also receive an email about the 
request for hiring being rejected. Different from the emails for approval, this rejection 
email also contained a category of the reasons for rejection. This may include small errors, 
missing information, wrong numbers, and all types of reasons that may occur. 

Moreover, the system does not provide the user a search button to look for records 
based on categories. The user may only view processed, processing, and canceled listings; 
however, we should insert a function to allow the users to search by candidate name, job 
titles, or dates, etc. Searching is a standard functionality of a mobile or a web application 
system. With the ability to search for a desired category, the users will save time going 
through all possible records trying to retrieve one piece of information. We suggest the IT 
Helpdesk deploy this feature when trying to maintain this web application for better 
performance. 

Personally, finding a way to cooperate and collaborate with all of our knowledge and 
skill sets into one project is not always an easy thing to do. Not having enough experiences 
in web application development, we were learning the skills while trying to apply them at 
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the same time. It limited our performance level and shortened our available time frame. 
Learning new things in a real life organization is always an excellent opportunity and we 
really enjoyed it. Restricted by available resources, we were not able to reach out to other 
experienced employees all the time yet trying to figure everything out by ourselves. 
However, we accomplished almost all desired goals and functionalities as expected, thus 
provided the department an easy and human friendly tool to track all workflow. 
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Chapter 5: Future Work and Recommendations 

5.1 Extensions and Recommendations 
5.1.1 More functionalities 

So far, our system follows a single-user log in system. If provided with a longer period 
of time, we would like to setup multiple users to log into the system with different views. 
We recommend to add a multiuser login system within AGHD. The administrator is 
authorized with all editing functionalities, and the hiring managers should have the ability 
to login and view the process along the way to supervise each procedure. Each of the hiring 
managers should only be able to see the searching processes they initiated, without the 
ability to get notifications for what other hiring managers are seeking. The administrators 
will be allowed to authorize other employees the ability to login and view the processes 
based on their roles. 

Moreover, there should be a substitute account that shares the same functionality as the 
department administrator. Since the administrator may not be available to access the system 
at all times, a substitute account would be necessary for the department to perform actions 
as administrators. Each of the users should be able to have individual manageable accounts. 
The users may log in at any time with the ability to send in-site emails to other users, get 
notifications by the notification center, and also have the chat functionality to have 
conversations with the other users. These functions might be developed and added to the 
system if provided with a longer period of time.  

We also have an idea of adding an automatic reminder with Microsoft Outlook so that 
when the users want to schedule for interviews, the interview date and time should be 
automatically added to the calendar together with the notification center. For the users’ 
convenience, this also may tell the user when the availability is for the interview to prevent 
time contradictions. To insert this feature, we need to link the Outlook account to our 
application to allow accesses to all information stored within the account. It will have the 
permission to read all data and perform actions. We need to design an Outlook API to grab 
the information and send it to the server then retrieve data across the two applications. 

 

5.1.2 Database View 
Considering the display of the application, we put all processes on the main page. The 

users had to scroll down and see all of the related candidate information. If we insert a list 
of tabs on the left side or a ribbon on top of the page, the users may be allowed to view the 
results based on categories such as candidate, hiring managers, processes, and interviews, 
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etc. Separating the information based on categories may save the users some time for 
searching, however, since we did not implement this change into the system, we are not 
certain this would actually benefit the users.  

 

5.1.3 Candidate Information Scanning 
As we moved along the designing process, we discovered that if our system has a 

function of scanning candidate application forms and auto fill in all fields for the user, it 
would save more time and be more efficient. Scanning automatically whenever a file is 
submitted to the system like what most of the current websites are using is a faster way of 
inserting data into a system. We would like to test on implementing this feature sometime 
in the future.  

 

5.1.4 Registration System 
The ideal situation is to allow the vendors to register to the website, and then submit 

applications or recommended candidates. We would like to have further updates to create 
a user registration feature in the future. Vendors can edit all requested field and personalize 
all data entries, thus prevented possible mistakes when passing information between 
vendors and the company. Also this registration feature may save the department 
administrator time and reduce all possible workload. 

 

5.2 Future Work 
For the purpose of maintaining the system, if we want to add new possible 

functionalities to the application, the IT helpdesk needs to find the original code and make 
changes accordingly. The database is required to be maintained by the third party 
applications thus it provides a more direct view of the potential changes. If modifying 
object structure within the backend, the developer is required to restart the server to 
synchronize both the backend server and the database to prevent the situation of not saving 
the new data from happening. 

If the server shuts down, we may not continue saving any more data to the system. 
Once we restarted the server, we need to make sure the previous shutdown did not influence 
any piece of data saved to the database. All data should be rechecked to make sure there is 
not any unusual data piece stored within the system. 
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Appendix A: Candidate Application Form  

 

                                                               Figure 43 Application Form 
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Appendix B: User Guide 

Step1: Initial Setup 
Please log into the system to view all processes. 

Click on the Settings tab on the upper right corner of the home page, the Hiring Information 
Settings modal window will pop up on top of the main page. The detailed information of project 
managers, vendors, potential position titles, and email templates are all listed within the same page. 

The blue Edit button is for editing information for each row. The red Del button helps delete 
the unwanted entries. Save the entries by clicking on the Save button. 

 

Add an application form by clicking on the dashed boxes to select a file, and then save it to 
the system. 
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To add a new vendor of either category, click on the add button on the lower right corner to 
proceed. Each field is set as a required field. The user will not be able to save the information until 
everything is filled out. 

 

Edit the email details at the template section if any modification is needed. This is a global 
setting of the emails thus when modifying the content here indicates all future emails would follow 
the template inserted here. 
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Step2: Create New Process 

Click on the Create New button to add a new searching process. A modal window with a blank 
form looks as follows: 

 

Choose from the drop-down lists of the first two categories. This can be modified in the 
Settings page. All of the employee detailed information is built into the system thus the user may 
simply choose from a list of Hiring Managers. 

 

The example shows the result of adding a new process to the system: to create a process called 
Software Engineer, Reports to Scott Burton, IT department, with a skill of Programming. The 
new process looks as follows: 
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Click on Save & Submit to initiate the process. It will automatically jump to the vendor 
selection step. The user may select desired vendors to proceed. 
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Step3: Vendor Selection 

 

The General Vendors category is selected by default and cannot be deselected. The user may 
choose as many Specialty Vendors as he/she wants. All vendor listings can be modified in the 
Settings Page. 

Click on the email icon to edit the content of the emails sent to vendors. Then click on the 
Save button to save and continue. The submit button would generate the edited email to the 
selected vendors. 

You may go back to the last step by clicking on the Go Back button in the lower left corner, 
and cancel this entire process by pressing the Cancel Process button in the lower right corner. 
These actions function at any time of the entire process. If a process is cancelled by the user, it 
would show up under the Cancelled tab. All information will be stored and the cancelled processes 
can be re-initiated at any time. 
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Step4: Create New Candidate 
Click on Create New to add a new candidate. We add a candidate named John Doe as an 

example, titled as Consultant. To add a resume and application form, click on the dashed boxes 
or drag the file and release. An unfilled required field will be marked red and the system would 
stop the user from proceeding. 

 

 

After saving the information, the candidate will show up in the table. The uploaded 
information can be viewed by the View buttons. The file will show up on a separate browser tab. 
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Step5: Schedule for Interviews 

 

Click on the Add button located within the Add Interview Category to schedule for an 
interview. 

 

To create a new interview schedule, select the interviewer from the drop down list, and then 
select an appropriate date and time for interviews. Then click on Save. 
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In the Interview Scheduler section, we can see the scheduled date and time. The user can use 
the red dashed button to remove the interview time, and schedule as many interviews by as many 
interviewers as he/she may.  The same interviewer can appear more than one time for the same 
candidate. 

To reject a candidate, toggle the Interview/Reject button off to the Reject side. Click on 
Finished All Interviews to proceed. 
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Step6: Final Selection 
Click on Finished All Interviews button to stop interviewing all candidates and move on to 

the next step. The interview scheduler section may disappear from the current page. Select or 
reject John Doe for final decisions. Here let’s accept John Doe as a desired candidate for this 
position. 

 

Press Candidate Selected to proceed from the current step. This step only provides the user 
buttons to make final decisions. Then it comes to the onboarding processes. 
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Step7: Send Files to HR 
In the table below, click on View Resume to view the uploaded resume as pdf on a separate 

tab, and View Application would bring you to the application form on a separate tab. 

 

To upload a Background Check or Work Order, click on the dashed box to upload from 
personal devices, or drag the existed files into the dashed boxes and release. After the files have 
been uploaded to the database, two view buttons would appear to authorize the user to double 
check the files and proceed. 

A text box with HR Email label is placed before the final action button. It allows the user to 
add as many targeted email addresses to send all files to as he/she wants. 

Press Submit button to end the candidate seeking process and send all files to the HR 
Department and proceed. 
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Appendix C: Code 
Please refer to the following link for code resources: 

https://github.com/Tommzy/HireDirect 

 

 

 

 

https://github.com/Tommzy/HireDirect
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